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Abstract

People that interact with dialogue systems often pose questions that cannot be handled by the system, either
because the user does not know the limitations of the domain or because he/she just wants to test how “smart”
the system is. These interactions are called Out of Domain (OOD). Recently a corpus built using interactions
from movie subtitles, called Subtle, was built and used in Say Something Smart (SSS), a chatbot that deals
with OOD interactions. When faced with a user question, SSS consults the knowledge base using Lucene,
an information retrieval system, that returns a set of possible answers. Previously, SSS used two very simple
metrics to choose one answer from this set: checking the similarity of the user input with questions in the
knowledge base and the frequency of the answer in the set. Although simple, this approach does not always
give good results, especially when dealing with more unusual questions. In this work we develop two alternative
ways of selecting an answer from a list of possible ones, with the goal of improving the overall results of SSS:
one is to combine several measures in a linear way and the other to use the learning to rank paradigm. With
the same goal in mind, we also improved the Subtle corpus by adding new rules when pairing questions with
answers, and making its creation more parameterizable. Finally we adapted SSS to work better for Portuguese,
which, previously performed poorly. In our evaluations we were able to obtain 61.67% of plausible answers
using a combination of four measures and we also got promising results with the Learning to Rank approach,
achieving 35 percentage points more of suitable answers than with the linear combination of measures. We also
conducted an evaluation comparing the current version of SSS with the previous and found that the current one
is able to answer much more user requests suitably than the previous, especially for Portuguese.

Keywords: Dialogue Systems, Out of domain, Subtitles, Learning to Rank.

1 Introduction

Dialogue systems can be divided in two categories:
task-oriented and single-domain [6]. In task-oriented
systems the dialogue is focused on getting people to
achieve a certain task by completing subtasks [10, 15].
Single-domain systems are those able to answer ques-
tions about a certain domain in which they special-
ize. Two examples of single domain systems are Sgt.
Blackwell [9] and Edgar [14], an agent developed by
L2F1, under the FalaComigo project. Edgar’s domain
is the Monserrate Palace, the place where he is de-
ployed, and he answers questions posed by visitors of
the palace.

People that interact with Edgar often pose questions

1https://www.l2f.inesc-id.pt

that cannot be handled by the system. This may hap-
pen because, although Edgar’s domain is the Monser-
rate Palace, people that come to interact with him do
not know the exact application domain. Another rea-
son is that sometimes people may only want to test the
system to see how “smart” it is. These kinds of requests
are called Out-of-Domain (OOD) [8]. In cases like
these, Edgar is programmed to simply say something
like “I don’t know”. Although it might be argued that,
in light of their assistive nature, such systems should
be focused in their domain-specific functions, the fact
is that people become more engaged with these appli-
cations if OOD requests are addressed [13].

Say Something Smart (SSS) [1] was recently devel-
oped in order to try to solve the problem of OOD re-
quests. SSS uses as its knowledge base Subtle, a corpus
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constituted of interactions. SSS is set up to retrieve up
to one hundred possible answers based on the user re-
quest. From the set of possible answers, a single one
has to be chosen. In this work we investigate alterna-
tive ways of selecting an answer from a list of possible
ones with the goal of improving the overall results of
SSS. With the same goal in mind, we also improve the
Subtle corpus by adding new rules. Finally we adapt
SSS to work better for Portuguese.

2 Related Work

Virtual assistants have been widely used to animate
museums all over the world. Examples include the
3D Hans Christian Andersen (HCA), which is capa-
ble of establishing multi-modal conversations about the
namesake writer’s life and tales [11], Max, a virtual
character employed as guide in the Heinz Nixdorf Mu-
seumsForum [16] and Edgar Smith [14], a virtual but-
ler that answers questions about the palace of Monser-
rate, in Sintra, Portugal.

However, and despite the sophisticated technology
supporting these (and similar) systems, they are seldom
able to properly reply to interactions that fall outside of
their domain of “expertise’, even though such interac-
tions are reported as quite frequent. In order to cope
with such OOD interactions, several approaches have
been proposed in the literature. For example, HCA [11]
uses three freely available open-domain QA systems
(AnswerBus, Start, and AskJeeves) to find a quick and
concise response. Max [16] consults Wikipedia, when
approached with factoid questions.

Recently, Banchs and Li introduced IRIS [3], a chat-
oriented dialogue system that includes in its knowl-
edge sources the MovieDiC corpus [2]. The MovieDiC
corpus consists of a set of interactions extracted from
movie scripts that provides a rich set of interactions
from which the system can select a plausible reply to
the user’s input. The Cornell Movie-Dialogs Corpus
[5] is another example of a corpus built using inter-
actions from movie scripts. Subtle is also built using
movie interactions, but instead of using scripts, it uses
subtitles. Subtitles are a resource that is easy to find
and that is available in almost every language. In ad-
dition, as large amounts of subtitles can be found, lin-
guistic variability can be covered and redundancy can
be taken into consideration (if a turn is repeatedly an-
swered in the same way, that answer is probably a plau-
sible answer to that turn).

3 Improving the answers given by
SSS

In this chapter we will explain the different optimiza-
tions we did with the goal of improving the answers
of SSS. Because SSS depends on a corpus to function
properly, we start this chapter by explaining the im-
provements made to Subtle, the corpus used by SSS.
We then move on to explain the various changes made
to the SSS engine and we end with an evaluation of
these improvements.

3.1 Building the Subtle corpus: Improve-
ments

We believe that having a fixed value of time for consid-
ering if two consecutive utterances constitute an T-A
pair may lead to many useful interactions being dis-
carded. To solve this issue, we introduced a new op-
tion: if the user chooses a value of 0 for the time dif-
ference in the configuration file all interactions will be
kept. Keeping all the interactions means that we will
have all the information present in the subtitles, but
also more incorrect T-A pairs. To treat this issue we
added the time difference between every T-A pair to
Subtle, so that later we may have an associated proba-
bility of an T-A pair actually being correctly built, and
use this information to choose the best possible answer.
An example of the new Subtle can be seen in Figure 1.
In the example, SubId is a unique number and refers
to a single subtitle file. DialogId is a value used to
save the context of the conversation and is explained in
detail in Section 3.2. Diff is the aforementioned dif-
ference of time between two consecutive utterances in
milliseconds, and finally, T is the trigger and A is the
answer.

What happened is that the first two utterances were
concatenated because the first one ended with a comma
and the second started with lowercase. Another issue
that we found, has to do with the actual content of the
subtitles. Many times there are elements of the subtitle
which, for our purposes, are unnecessary. We deal with
three of these elements:
Characters’ names – Some subtitle files include the
name of the speaker at the beginning of the utterance
(e.g., Johnny: Oh hi, Mark.). This is particularly useful
both when a character is not appearing on the screen
and for hearing impaired watchers. Since such names
should not be included in the responses of our system,
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Figure 1: Example of the new Subtle

they were eliminated in every turn they appear.
Sound descriptions for hearing impaired – It is also
common for subtitle files to include the sound descrip-
tions being played that are relevant for the watcher to
perceive (e.g. [TIRES SCREECHING]). Such descrip-
tions are not actual responses, so we removed them
from the corpus.
Font-changing tags – Subtitles sometimes include
tags that video players can interpret to change the nor-
mal font in which the tagged subtitle is to be displayed
(e.g. <font color="#ffff00" size=14> Sync

by honeybunny </font>). Such tagged subtitles
seldom contained any dialogue element and, therefore,
were eliminated.

3.2 Context of the conversation

Following the lead of [3], we want to have available the
whole conversation between different characters. To
do this, we add a new field to Subtle: DialogId. This
identification number starts at 1 and gets incremented
every time a new T-A pair is considered to be the con-
tinuation of the conversation. This happens every time
two consecutive utterances occur in a time difference
smaller than the maximum time difference defined in
the configuration file (if the value is set to 0 than the
whole movie will be considered one big conversation).
In case the time difference is larger than the value al-
lowed, the DialogId will be reset to 1. Later, when the
corpus is being parsed in SSS, every conversation will
be stored.

3.3 Adapting Lucene to Portuguese

Lucene works by using analyzers, that implement To-
kenizers, Stemmers, and Stop-word filters. The key to
improve Lucene’s answers in Portuguese is to test dif-
ferent analyzers and see which one fares better. In our
case, we tested three analyzers:

Standard Analyzer - The default analyzer for Lucene,
built to deal with Latin languages.

Portuguese Analyzer - The analyzer specifically built
to deal with the Portuguese language.

Snowball Analyzer - This analyzer is more flexible
than the other two because it accepts two arguments:
the language and a stop-words list. Because of this we
tested it using the Portuguese language and three differ-
ent stop-words lists: an empty one, one with only the
most common stop-words and one with all the stop-
words.

We used a test set comprising 44 questions, extracted
from logs created by Ameixa et al. [1], and separated
each answer into one of three categories: No answer,
Inadequate answer and Adequate answer.

We categorized every answer in the test set. The re-
sults can be seen in Table 3.3.

Standard Portuguese SNS2 SSS3 SFS4

No answer 10 18 11 15 20
Inadequate answer 18 14 15 19 17
Adequate answer 16 12 18 10 7
Precision 36,4% 27,3% 40,9% 22,7% 15,9%

Table 1: Table with the results for each different ana-
lyzer

The precision was calculated by dividing the number
of adequate answers by the total number. We can see
that the Snowball Analyzer with no stop-words (SNS)
setting achieved the best results, followed closely by
the Standard Analyzer. Another observation is that the
more stop-words we used, the less precision we got.
This might explain why the Portuguese Analyzer did
not achieve the best results, seeing that it uses a list
of stop-words. With these results we altered SSS to
use the SNS whenever the user chooses the Portuguese
language.

2Snowball Analyzer with no stop-words
3Snowball Analyzer with small set of stop-words
4Snowball Analyzer with full set of stop-words
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3.4 Scoring the T-A pairs

As we explained before, SSS chooses an answer from
the set of T-A pairs that Lucene returns by, first, com-
paring the input of the user with each trigger and filter
those bellow a given threshold; second choosing the
most common one in this filtered set. Although this
approach often leads to good answers, there are some
cases in which it may not work. One of the cases is
when the input of the user is not similar to any of the
triggers returned by Lucene. This will result in a dis-
carding answer. This way of choosing an answer can
also lead to bad answers in cases where few interac-
tions are kept after the first filtering.

For these reasons, our improved version of SSS does
not include a hard threshold. On the other hand, it
is still very useful to consider the similarity between
the user’s input and each of the interactions returned
by Lucene. Therefore, we decided to score each T-
A pair according to some defined measures, the idea
being that interactions with higher score have a better
chance of containing a correct answer. To implement
this idea, we have different measures, each with a value
between 0.0 and 1.0 and an associated weight with val-
ues also between 0.0 and 1.0 and the total sum of the
weights being 1.0. Each T-A pair gets a score between
0.0 and 1.0 that translates how adequate a T-A pair is
for the current user input.

Currently we have implemented four different mea-
sures to score the T-A pairs that we describe in the con-
tinuation. In our description, “similarity” is measured
in terms of Jaccard distance.
Trigger similarity with input - The first measure,
M1, accounts for the similarity between the user in-
put and the trigger of the interaction. The measure M1

is particularly important since, as previously discussed,
many of the interactions returned by Lucene have trig-
gers that have little in common with the given input.
Response frequency - The second measure, M2, tar-
gets the response frequency, giving a higher score to
the most frequent answer. That is to say, we take into
consideration the corpus redundancy. We do not force
an exact match and we calculate the similarity between
each pair of possible answers.
Answer similarity with input - We also take into con-
sideration the answer similarity to the user input. Thus,
M3 computes the similarity between the user input and
each of the candidate answers (after stop words re-
moval to filter out the less relevant words). If scores
are higher than a threshold it is considered that the an-

swer shares too much words with the user input, and a
lower score is given to the answer; otherwise, the at-
tained similarity result is used in the score calculus.
Time difference between trigger and answer - Fi-
nally, we can use in this process the time difference
between the trigger and the answer (measure M4) to
compute the likeliness of them actually being part of a
dialogue between two characters.

3.5 Evaluation setup

Filipe, a chatbot built with the Ameixa et al. [1] version
of SSS, is on-line since November 2013.5

Using it, we have collected 103 requests made to the
agent from several anonymous users. From this set, we
removed the duplicates and randomly chose 20. These
turns, from now on referred as the test set, were used
in the experiments described in the following.

3.5.1 Evaluating the different measures for scor-
ing

To find out if the aforementioned measures can really
help SSS give good answers we decided to evaluate
their impact in the answer selection process.

Experimental setup We tested five different settings
to score each interaction pair: S1, that only takes into
account M1. S2, that takes into account M2. S3, that
takes into account both M1 and M2. S4 that takes into
account M1, M2 and M3. And, finally, S5, that takes
into account all four measures.

For the settings S1−4 all measures considered were
given the same weight. For S5, however, the weights
were optimized experimentally, yielding: 40% weight
for M1, 30% weight for M2, 20% weight for M3, 10%
weight for M4.

The aforementioned test set was again used and SSS
was tested in each of the five different settings. The
best scored answer of each log was returned.

In order to evaluate how plausible the returned an-
swers were, a questionnaire was built. It contained the
20 user request from the test set and the answers given
considering each of the settings. We told the evalua-
tors that those were the requests posed by humans to
a virtual agent and the possible answers. They should
decide, for each answer, if it made sense or not.

5It can be tested in http://www.l2f.inesc-id.pt/

˜pfialho/sss/
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Results 21 persons filled our questionnaire. Using
their responses we were able to get, for each answer,
the percentage of people that considered that answer
to make sense (from now on answer-sense). For each
of the five settings, we calculated the average percent-
age of answer-sense. The results are presented in Table
3.5.1.

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5

Average answer-sense 39.29% 45.24% 46.90% 61.67% 51.19%

Table 2: Table with the results for each different setting

We can see that the S2 setting achieved better results
then S1, and that S3 (the combination of measures M1

and M2) achieved slightly better results than the pre-
vious two. This suggests that the combination of the
two strategies may yield better results than any of them
alone. Moreover S4 (which added the third measure
M3) achieved the best results, with a difference of al-
most 15% compared to the strategy of S3. We expected
that as we added measures, the average answer-sense
would rise. The last setting (which added the M4 mea-
sure), however, achieved worse results than S3. This
may be because the weights for each measure were not
optimal or simply because M4 is not a very good mea-
sure for choosing the best answer.

Another possible explanation why S4 may not be the
best setting is that it is very hard to find the optimal set
of values for each measure, which may very well be the
reason the results did not match our expectations. To
overcome this problem we will try a different approach,
explained in the next chapter.

4 Learning to rank possible answers

In this section we describe a new approach to score
the answers retrieved by Lucene: the learning to rank
paradigm. We start by explaining what this paradigm
does and why it fits our goals. Next, we explain how we
created a training corpus, and describe the framework
used to run four different learning to rank algorithms.
Finally, we end this chapter with an evaluation of the
tested algorithms.

4.1 The learning to rank paradigm

The purpose of learning to rank is to construct a rank-
ing model, that is, a model that takes an unordered list
of items and sorts it in descending order of relevance.
This way, we can use learning to rank to order the list

of possible answer retrieved by Lucene and simply re-
turn the one with the highest score.

We use this paradigm to solve the problem men-
tioned in the end of the previous section (Section
3.5.1). It is very hard to find the optimal weight for
each of the measures we defined, as there is a huge
number of possible combinations of those values. Ad-
ditionally, it is debatable whether a constant set of
weights is adequate for a whole interaction session.

4.2 Creation of the training corpus

To build the corpus for training the ranking model, we
gathered a set of eighty triggers, also collected from
Filipe’s logs (Section 3.5), and the first twenty answers
retrieved by Lucene to each of these triggers, compris-
ing a total of 1561 answers. The next step was to an-
notate each of the answers, according to how much
sense the answer made, using three categories: yes, no,
maybe.

After one person evaluated all the answers we
wanted to know if different annotators evaluated the
answers in a similar way. If they did not, we might
need multiple annotators per answer. We took a small
subset of the corpus, comprising five triggers and their
possible corresponding answers, and had another an-
notator evaluate them. The results are present in Table
4.2. To find out if this was a good agreement, we calcu-
lated Cohen’s weighted kappa coefficient [4]. We used
weighted kappa instead of non-weighted because, in
this case a disagreement between “yes” and “maybe”
or “no” and “maybe” should be less important than
between “yes” and “no”. The result was a kappa of
0.602, which according to Landis and Koch [7] repre-
sents “substantial agreement”. With this result we feel
confident that our decision of having only one annota-
tor per answer is a valid one.

Yes No Maybe Total
Yes 43 9 3 55
No 1 24 1 26
Maybe 3 10 1 14
Total 47 43 5 95

Table 3: Agreement between the two annotators

4.3 Extracting new features

After building the corpus we proceeded to the extrac-
tion of features from each answer. We selected the
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measures used to score the T-A pairs explained in Sec-
tion 3.4, and used them as features. Besides these fea-
tures we also used the following:
Length of the answer - Ranges from 0.0 (only one
word in the answer) to 1.0 (Nine or more words in the
answer). We calculated the average length (number of
words) of 3200 answers returned by Lucene and found
it was 5.9, so we think that 9 fits well as a value for a
large sentence.
First word of the trigger - Creates a vector of the size
of all unique first words in the triggers of the corpus. In
this vector, the position corresponding to the first word
in the trigger is 1 and all the rest are 0. To exemplify
this, let’s say we have only three triggers in our corpus.
The first word of the first trigger is “Why” while the
first word of the second trigger is “How” and the first
word of the third trigger is, again, “How”. These trig-
gers would be encoded as the vectors [1 0], [0 1] and
[0 1], respectively.
First word of the answer - Exactly the same as for the
trigger, but using the answer.

4.4 Description of the Framework

To evaluate different learning to rank approaches we
used a framework developed by Moreira et al. for her
MSc [12]. With this framework we were able to test
four different learning to rank algorithms, all of which
are thoroughly described in the aforementioned work
[12].

This framework uses RankLib6, a library that has
implementations of many learning to rank algorithms.
When running one of the algorithms in RankLib we
have to choose the number of rounds to train, but when
running them with this framework we instead specify
the maximum number of rounds to train, and it will run
the RankLib algorithm with all the values up to that
maximum. To exemplify, lets say we ran AdaRank in
the framework with the value of the maximum num-
ber of rounds being 5. In this case, it would run the
AdaRank algorithm in RankLib 5 times, first using 1 as
the number of rounds, then 2, and so on until the max-
imum of 5 rounds. In every iteration the framework
checks if the final results were better than the previ-
ously obtained, according to a specified metric, and in
that case it saves these results. In the end we are left

6http://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/
RankLib/

with the best possible model up to the maximum num-
ber of rounds specified.

4.5 Evaluating the different algorithms

After extracting the features from the corpus, the next
step was to run each of the learning to rank algorithms
of Moreira et al. framework. We randomly divided
the corpus into train and test set in four different ways
(folds 1 through 4), each with the features of 10 trig-
gers (and the corresponding answers) in the test set and
70 in the train set. This way we can validate the final
model returned by the corresponding algorithm. The
evaluation is performed simply by checking if the an-
swer that got the highest score is annotated as being a
good answer, from now on called Precision at One, or
P@1. We chose this metric because it represents the
answer returned by the algorithm, which is what we
want to be sure makes sense. We compare these evalu-
ations, with our previous best setting, S4, described in
Section 3.5.1. The results of the evaluation can be seen
in Table 4.5.

Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Average
AdaRank 70% 80% 50% 70% 67.5%
Coordinate Ascent 70% 80% 80% 100% 82.5%
RankBoost 100% 60% 60% 100% 80%
RankNet 70% 70% 80% 60% 70%
S4 60% 50% 30% 50% 47.5%

Table 4: Precision at One of the different algorithms

These results show that the learning to rank approach
got better results than our previous best approach, S4.
It is important to note, however, that, in order to do
the same evaluation in both these cases, our S4 ap-
proach only considered 20 possible answers, just like
the learning to rank algorithms. This may be the rea-
son why S4 fared worse in these tests than in the ones
described in Section 3.5.1, where this setting could
consider 200 possible answers. Between the differ-
ent learning to rank approaches, Coordinate Ascent
achieved the best results followed closely by Rank-
Boost.

To see if the three new features introduced in Section
4.3 were of any help to achieve the aforementioned re-
sults, we ran the same tests but now only considering
the first 4 measures described in Section 3.4. The re-
sults are in Table 4.5.

These results show that the new measures introduced
greatly improved the results of each of the learning
rank algorithms used. The best performing learning to
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Fold1 Fold2 Fold3 Fold4 Average
AdaRank 10% 40% 20% 30% 25%
Coordinate Ascent 10% 20% 30% 40% 25%
RankBoost 30% 20% 10% 30% 22.5%
RankNet 40% 30% 20% 40% 32.5%
S4 60% 50% 30% 50% 47.5%

Table 5: Precision at One of the different algorithms

rank algorithm found in this test (RankNet) has a P@1
difference of more than half of the best performing al-
gorithm found in Table 4.5. This time, our combina-
tion of weights setting achieved the best performances
of the five tested. One possible explanation for this is
that with such a small train set (comprising of only 80
questions), the learning to rank algorithms are not able
use the values of the four measures as effectively as we
do in our setting, and need much more information to
achieve better results.

4.6 Discussion

Although these are very promising results, they do not
necessarily translate to good answers by SSS. We
tested the models of these algorithms and found that,
when dealing with 200 possible answers, they perform
much worse, and sometimes are not able to answer cor-
rectly to very common questions. One of the reasons
for this may be that measure M2 functions best with
more data, because it is calculating the answer fre-
quency. When training the learning to rank models,
however, this measure is only looking at 20 possible
answers, so the scores may be very different. To have a
model suitable to our needs we would many more an-
notated triggers and answers, which is the main prob-
lem with this approach. We are left with a trade-off
between arbitrarily defined weights and a considerate
annotating effort.

5 Final evaluation

In this chapter, we will present the results of our last
evaluation. We will compare our results with the ones
obtained by Ameixa et al. in his MSc [1].

5.1 Evaluation setup

To compare both versions of SSS we will perform the
same evaluation in this new version of SSS as the one
performed by Ameixa et al. [1]. Like in the aforemen-
tioned work, we will use exactly the same set of user

requests, which comprises of requests posed to Edgar
that he was not able to answer, in two different lan-
guages: Portuguese and English. After SSS has all the
answers, we will divide them into Discarding (when
the system was unable to provide any answer) and Non
Discarding (when an answer was returned). We will
then subdivide the latter group into Suitable (answers
that were manually analyzed and considered as prop-
erly addressing the user requests), and Non Suitable
answers (answers that were not considered as properly
addressing the user requests). The main goal of this
evaluation is to see if we can get more Suitable answers
than SSS.

In this evaluation, we used the best setting found in
Section 3.5.1, setting S4. It is important to note that,
in his thesis, Ameixa et al. had very clear examples
of what he considered to be Suitable (Figure 5.1) and
Non Suitable (Figure 5.1) answers, for both the English
and Portuguese languages. This made our evaluation
easier, because we could use the same criteria as he
used in his evaluations.

1 – Como está? Está bom? (How are you? Are you
OK?)
1 – Sim. (Yes.)

2 – Olá. Eu sou o Pedro. (Hello. I’m Pedro.)
2 – Olá, prazer. (Hello, nice to meet you.)

3 – Tens fome? (Are you hungry?)
3 – Não, estou bem, obrigada. (No, I’m fine, thank
you.)

Figure 2: Examples of answers from the Portuguese
corpus considered Suitable, taken from [1]

5.2 Evaluation using the English Corpus

In this evaluation we use the corpus of 58 different
OOD requests posed to Edgar in English. Table 5.2
shows a comparison between the results obtained in the
previous version of SSS and the current version.

Like we said in Section 3.4, one of the advantages of
adopting a scoring system is that no answers are thrown
away, which means that, as long as Lucene is able to
return at least one answer to the given input, we can
return that answer to the user. This is the reason why
we were able to answer all of the 58 requests, while
the previous version would give a discarding answer to
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1 – Você é muito bonito! (You are very handsome!)
1 – Sou o Dr. Robert Trenton. (I’m Dr. Robert
Trenton.)

2 – Boa tarde. Como está? (Good Afternoon. How are
you?)
2 – O que faz aqui? (What are you doing here?)

3 – Você deve estar a gozar comigo. (You must be kid-
ding with me.)
3 – Ouviram-me. Vamos embora. (You heard me. Let’s
go.)

Figure 3: Examples of answers from the Portuguese
corpus considered Non Suitable, taken from [1]

Previous Current
Discarding 16 0

Non
Discarding

Suitable 27 37
Non Suitable 15 21

Table 6: Comparison between the results of the pre-
vious version of SSS with the current for the English
corpus

16 requests. As for the Non Discarding answers, the
current version was able to answer, in a suitable man-
ner, 10 more requests than the previous version, giving
also 6 more Non Suitable answers. This means that
our version gave Suitable answers to 63.8% of all user
requests compared to 46.6% in the previous version, a
difference of 17.2 percentage points.

If we compare only the number of Suitable answers
divided by the number of Non Discarding ones, the cur-
rent system achieves the same score of 63.8% (because
it had an answer to every question), while the previous
achieves a score of 64.3%, an increase of 0.5 percent-
age points. This means that, even though our version,
by trying to answer all of the requests, was probably
bound to have more Suitable answers (even if it picked
them randomly), we were able to attain a score very
close to the one obtained by the previous version of
SSS.

5.3 Evaluation using the Portuguese Corpus

In this evaluation we use the corpus of 99 different
OOD requests posed to Edgar in Portuguese. In this
case, we also compare with the results of the origi-
nal version obtained using Locally Sensitive Hashing

(LSH), that for the Portuguese language was able to
achieve slightly better results than Lucene. Table 5.3
shows the comparison between the three different ver-
sions.

Previous with Lucene Previous with LSH Current
Discarding 64 70 1

Non
Discarding

Suitable 11 15 58
Non Suitable 24 14 40

Table 7: Comparison between the results of the previ-
ous version of SSS with the current for the Portuguese
corpus

For the same reason as we explained in the previous
section, the current version of SSS was able to greatly
decrease the number of Discarding answers. It only
gave 1 Discarding answer, compared to 64 in the pre-
vious version using Lucene and 70 using LSH. Re-
garding the Non Discarding answers, our version was
able to get 47 more Suitable answers than the previ-
ous attempt with Lucene and 43 more than with LSH.
Because it tried to answers all the requests it also had
much more Non Suitable answers, namely: 16 more
than the original version with Lucene and 26 more
than LSH’s version. In terms of percentages, our ver-
sion gave Suitable answers to 58.6% of all user re-
quests compared to 11.1% in the previous version us-
ing Lucene, and 15.1% in the version using LSH. The
current version was able to answer suitably to 43.5%
percentage points more requests than the previous best
version.

Comparing the number of Suitable answers divided
by the number of Non Discarding ones instead of all,
the current system achieves a score of 59.2%, while
the previous Lucene version achieved a score of 31.4%,
and the version using LSH got a score of 51.7%. In this
case, even when not considering the answers discarded,
the current system performed better than the previous
best, with a 7.5% increase in percentage points.

5.4 Discussion

With this results, we feel that this work was a nice step
forward for SSS. The Portuguese version, in particu-
lar, was greatly improved, and can now achieve results
comparable to its English counterpart. We are confi-
dent that, in light of these results, and considering the
number of available subtitles, we could extend SSS to
work for other languages.

One thing we need to consider is the increase of Non
Suitable answers resulting from trying to answer ev-
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ery single request. Although the main goal of SSS is
to deal with OOD requests, returning nonsensical an-
swers frequently might hurt this purpose more than ad-
mitting that sometimes it is better to just give a discard-
ing answer like “I’m sorry, i didn’t understand that”.
We could have some kind of minimum score threshold,
that, in case the best answer found for a given user in-
put fell bellow this threshold, then a discarding answer
would be returned.

6 Conclusions

As it is impossible to handcraft responses to all the
possible OOD turns that can be posed by humans to
virtual conversational agents, we hypothesize that con-
versations between humans can provide some plausible
answers to these turns.

In this work we describe the process of building an
improved version of the Subtle corpus, composed of
pairs of interactions from movies subtitles. A prelim-
inary evaluation shows that the Subtle corpus does in-
clude plausible answers. The main challenge is to re-
trieve them. We introduced a new way of choosing an
answer, by using a combinations of measures in order
to score each of the possible answers, and then choos-
ing a one with the highest score. This way, we made
it very easy for anyone to add new measures and com-
bine them with the current ones. We have tested several
measures in SSS that take into consideration the simi-
larities between the user input and the trigger/answer of
each retrieved interaction, as well as the frequency of
each answer. Also, the time elapsed between the subti-
tles is taken into consideration. Different weights were
given to the different measures and the best results
were attained with a combination of the measures: 21
users considered that 61.67% of the answers returned
by SSS were plausible; the time elapsed between the
turns did not help in the process.

To relieve the burden of having to fine-tune weights
for each measure used in SSS, we research the viability
of using Learning to Rank in our process of choosing
an answer. We found that this approach is feasible with
very promising results. Coordinate Ascent, the learn-
ing to rank algorithm that performed best in our tests,
was able to get 35 percentage points more of good an-
swers than our previous best solution.

We also compare the current version of SSS with the
previous one and find that we, the current version is
able answer almost all of the requests, while maintain-

ing a good percentage of suitable answers. In the En-
glish version we achieve an increase of 17.2 percent-
age points of suitable answers compared to the previ-
ous version, and in Portuguese, we achieve an increase
of 43.5% percentage points of suitable answers com-
pared to the previous best version.

7 Future Work

There is still much room from improvement. First, the
context of the conversation should be taken into consid-
eration. When comparing two sentences, in our mea-
sures, we could use part of speech tagging to give dif-
ferent weights to different classes, for example, giving
verbs a higher weight than pronouns. Semantic infor-
mation, such as the one presented in synonyms, could
also be used in the similarity measure. As of now we
compare two words by simply seeing if they have the
same letters, but if we could use synonyms we could
probably achieve better results. Besides this, informa-
tion regarding dialogue acts could also be used in this
process.

Also, responses that refer to idiosyncratic aspects
of the movie should receive a lower score. Although
M2 can be seen as an indirect metric for this domain-
independence (a frequent response is less likely to
come with a strong contextual background), responses
that include names of particular persons, places or ob-
jects should be identified. However, this strategy is not
straightforward, as some particular responses contain-
ing named entities should not be discarded. This is the
case not only to address factoid questions, but also for
inputs such as “Where do you live?” or “What is your
mother’s name?” whenever a pre-defined answer was
not prepared in advance.

Regarding learning to rank, the corpus used is very
small, comprising only of 80 triggers and only 20 ques-
tions for each trigger. We are confident that with a large
enough corpus we can achieve better results and use
this paradigm in SSS. Besides this, more features can
be add to the train corpus like unigrams and bigrams to
see if with them we can achieve better results.
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